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Teacher Guide

English Lesson Notes

Sentences
Different types of sentences
Placing the main clause in different positions creates different effects. If you only speak or write sentences that 
use the minimum requirements to make a sentence complete, your writing will not sound at all interesting or 
lively. 

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• write a variety of sentence types
• explain the effect of the placement of the main 

clause

 Curriculum Links
LO 4: Language
• use simple sentences appropriately and correctly 

and construct acceptable compound and complex 
sentences by using clauses, phrases and 
conjunctions

• use correct word order in sentences with growing 
accuracy and explain how word order can 
influence meaning

LESSON

3

 Lesson notes
It is important for you to know about the different types 
of sentences as they create different effects and have 
different purposes.
A main clause is the clause conveying the main 
idea of the sentence.
Main clauses:
• can stand on their own and still make sense
• always contains a finite verb
• can be placed in different positions within a 

sentence to create different effects
A loose sentence is one where the main thought 
or clause appears at the start of the sentence.
Loose sentences:
• indicate the main information first, and then follow 

up with details
• are often used in explanations or textbooks as a 

logical way of explaining things
Example:

A periodic sentence is one where the main 
thought or clause appears at the end of the 
sentence.
Periodic sentences:
• can keep the reader guessing
• are good for creating drama,  suspense or 

anticipation
• can also be used for emphasis

Example:
After school I’ll do my homework.
A mixed sentence has the main thought in the 
middle of the sentence.
Mixed sentences:
• can make your writing more interesting
Example:
After school I’ll do my homework to get it over and 
done with.
Balanced sentences give equal importance to the 
main ideas.
Balanced sentences:
• are useful in comparisons as they give a sense of 

objectivity 
• work well in argumentative writing
Example:
I’ll do my homework after school and after dinner I will 
study for my test.

?  TASK
Here are some sentences adapted from the 
article “Mind Games”. For each sentence, say 
what type of sentence it is, and the effect that it 
has created.
1.  I discovered the reasons for my job 

dissatisfaction.
2.  During and after working hours, I was doing 

jobs which I didn’t enjoy.
3. You have to work, but you should be happy. 
4.  Despite disillusionment, I looked for a 

solution, which was to employ other people.




